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The Fort
Linda Blandford was granted exclusive access to the set of the new Sharpe film based on the bestselling novels by Bernard
Cornwell. In 'Sharpe Cut' she looks at how a film is made, from the importance of historical accuracy, to the techniques
used by the producers and what the cast and crew get up to off set.

Sharpe's Eagle
The Bloody Ground
After the cowardly incompetence of two officers besmirches their name, Captain Richard Sharpe must redeem the regiment
by capturing the most valued prize in the French Army—a golden Imperial Eagle, the standard touched by the hand of
Napoleon himself.

Battle Flag (The Starbuck Chronicles, Book 3)
The fifth installment of Bernard Cornwell’s bestselling Saxon Tales chronicling the epic saga of the making of England, “like
Game of Thrones, but real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for The Last Kingdom, the hit television series coming to
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Netflix in Fall 2016. At the end of the ninth century, King Alfred of Wessex is in ill health; his heir, an untested youth. His
enemy, the Danes, having failed to conquer Wessex, now see their chance for victory. Led by the sword of savage warrior
Harald Bloodhair, the Viking hordes attack. But Uhtred, Alfred’s reluctant warlord, proves his worth, outwitting Harald and
handing the Vikings one of their greatest defeats. For Uhtred, the sweetness of victory is soon overshadowed by tragedy.
Breaking with Alfred, he joins the Vikings, swearing never again to serve the Saxon king. Instead, he will reclaim his
ancestral fortress on the Northumbrian coast. Allied with his old friend Ragnar-and his old foe Haesten-he aims to invade
and conquer Wessex itself. But fate has different plans . . . In The Burning Land, Bernard Cornwell, “the reigning king of
historical fiction” (USA Today), delivers a rousing saga of Anglo-Saxon England-an irresistible new chapter in his thrilling
Saxon Tales, the epic story of the birth of England and the legendary king who made it possible.

Talking Book Topics
Sharpe's Prey
As Napoleon threatens to crush Britain on the battlefield, Lt. Col. Richard Sharpe leads a ragtag army to exact personal
revenge against a French general known for his acts of terror. Sharpe's Battle takes Richard Sharpe and his company back
to the spring of 1811 and one of the most bitter battles of the Peninsular War, a battle on which all British hopes of victory
in Spain will depend. Sharpe is given responsibility to lead an Irish battalion of the king of Spain's household guard,
ceremonial troops untrained and unequipped for battle. While quartered in the crumbling fort of San Isidro, they are
attacked by murderous Brigadier General Guy Luop's elite French brigade. Sharpe has witnessed General Loup's despicable
was crimes before; to put an end to them, and to settle another more personal score, Sharpe must lead his company into
the blood-gutted streets of Fuentes de Oñoro, where thousands of French troops have amassed, in a battle to the death.

Digital Talking Books Plus
Sharpe's Havoc
Stranded in Spain as the British army retreats, distrusted by his men and surrounded by the enemy, Lieutenant Richard
Sharpe finds an ally in Spanish cavalryman Blas Vivar, who possesses information that can change the course of the war
and help them all escape through the enemy-held mountains of Spain. Reissue.
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Sharpe’s Gold: The Destruction of Almeida, August 1810 (The Sharpe Series, Book 9)
"The greatest writer of historical adventures today." —Washington Post Critically acclaimed, perennial New York Times
bestselling author Bernard Cornwell (Agincourt, The Fort, the Saxon Tales) makes real history come alive in his breathtaking
historical fiction. Praised as "the direct heir to Patrick O'Brian" (Agincourt, The Fort), Cornwell has brilliantly captured the
fury, chaos, and excitement of battle as few writers have ever done—perhaps most vividly in his phenomenally popular
novels following the illustrious military career of British Army officer Richard Sharpe during the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. Chronicling Sharpe's involvement in the famous Battle of Trafalgar in 1805, Sharpe's Trafalgar finds the young
ensign captive on a French warship and in gravest peril on the eve of the one of the most spectacular naval confrontations
in history. Perhaps the San Francisco Chronicle said it best: "If only all history lessons could be as vibrant."

Sequels
From the No. 1 bestselling author of WAR LORD comes an epic retelling of the Arthurian legend, from the bestselling Last
Kingdom series In the Dark Ages, a legendary warrior arises to unite a divided land . . . Uther, the High King of Britain, is
dead. His only heir is the infant Mordred. Yet each of the country's lesser kings seek to claim the crown for themselves.
While they squabble and spoil for war, a host of Saxon armies gather, preparing for invasion. But no one has counted on the
fearsome warlord Arthur. Handed power by Merlin and pursuing a doomed romance with the beautiful Guinevere, Arthur
knows he will struggle to unite the country - let alone hold back the Saxon enemy at the gates. Yet destiny awaits him . . .
From the epic and bestselling author who has gripped millions. ___________ 'Of all the books I have written these are my
favourites' Bernard Cornwell 'Spellbinding realism' The Times

Sword Song
The British National Bibliography
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the third installment in The Starbuck Chronicles. The epic battle
for control of the Confederate capital continues through the hot summer of 1862. It’s a battle that Captain Nate Starbuck, a
Yankee fighting for the Southern cause, has to survive and win. He must lead his ragged company in a bitter struggle, not
only against the formidable Northern army, but against his own superiors who would like nothing better than to see Nate
Starbuck dead.
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Words on Cassette 2002
"The greatest writer of historical adventures today." —Washington Post Critically acclaimed, perennial New York Times
bestselling author Bernard Cornwell (Agincourt, The Fort, the Saxon Tales) makes real history come alive in his breathtaking
historical fiction. Praised as "the direct heir to Patrick O'Brian" (Agincourt, The Fort), Cornwell has brilliantly captured the
fury, chaos, and excitement of battle as few writers have ever done—perhaps most vividly in his phenomenally popular
novels following the illustrious military career of British Army officer Richard Sharpe during the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. In Sharpe's Prey, Sharpe must prove his mettle once again after performing courageously on Wellesley's
battlefields in India and the Iberian Peninsula, as he undertakes a secret mission to Copenhagen, Denmark in 1807 to
prevent a resurgent Napoleon from capturing the Danish fleet. Perhaps the San Francisco Chronicle said it best: "If only all
history lessons could be as vibrant."

Sharpe's Rifles
Sharpe's Battle
Captain Sharpe’s task is to recover from a feared guerilla leader the gold Wellington so desperately needs.

Stonehenge
When Richmond landowner Washington Faulconer snatches young Nate Starbuck from the grip of a Yankee-hating mob,
Nate is both grateful and awed by his idealistic rescuer. To repay his generosity, he enlists in the Faulconer legion to fight
against his home, the North, and against his abolitionist father. When the regiment joins up, ready to march into the
ferocious battle at Buff Run, the men are prepared to start a war . . . but they aren't ready for how they—and the
nation—will be forever changed by the oaths they have sworn for their beloved South.

Sequels
It is the spring of 1809 and a small British army is stranded when the French invade northern Protugal. Sharpe is cut off and
tries to fight his way back to the British lines but instead is led into treacherous danger. When the future Duke of Wellington
arrives to take command, he immediately mounts his own counter-attack. Sharpe becomes the hunter instead of the
hunted. Amidst the wreckage of a defeated army, in the storm lashed hills of the Portugues frontier, Sharpe takes a terrible
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revenge.

Sharpe's Trafalgar
The third volume in the Starbuck Chronicles. The battle for control of Richmond, the Confederate capital, continues through
the hot summer of 1862.

Books Out Loud
Lieutenant Richard Sharpe finds himself fighting the ruthless armies of Napoleon Bonaparte as they try to bring the whole of
the Iberian Peninsula under their control. Napoleon is advancing fast through northern Portugal, and no one knows whether
the small contingent of British troops stationed in Lisbon will stay to fight or sail back to England. Sharpe, however, does not
have a choice: He and his squad of riflemen are on the lookout for the missing daughter of an English wine shipper when
the French onslaught begins and the city of Oporto becomes a setting for carnage and disaster. Stranded behind enemy
lines, Sharpe returns to his mission to find Kate Savage. Sharpe's position on enemy grounds is precarious, and his search is
further complicated by a mysterious and threatening Englishman, Colonel Christopher, who has his own ideas on how the
French can be driven from Portugal.

Agincourt
Bestselling author Bernard Cornwell takes us back four thousand years, to a vibrant world of ritual and sacrifice that is at
once timeless and wholly original. This historical novel unlocks the mystery of Britain's most haunting and puzzling
structure, and tells a tale of three brothers—fierce rivals—who are uneasily united in their quest to create a temple to their
gods. Lengar, the eldest brother, kills his own father to become chief of his tribe. Camaban, the illegitimate middle brother,
is determined to have a massive temple built in his own honor. And Saban, the youngest, who actually builds Stonehenge,
must act as mediator between the other two. Stonehenge is the enthrallingly dramatic story of patricide, betrayal, and
murder; of bloody brotherly rivalry; and of the never-ending quest for power, wealth, and spiritual fulfillment.

A Crowning Mercy
The civil war that is tearing England asunder in the year 1643 has not yet touched Dorcas Slythe, a secretly rebellious
young Puritan woman living in the countryside south of London. She aches to escape the safe, pious tyranny of her
father—and the opportunity appears with the arrival of Toby Lazender, dashing scion of a powerful royalist family, who
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awakens her to her passionate destiny. Her adventure truly begins with the discovery of an intricately wrought gold
seal—one of four that, when joined, will reveal a great secret. Suddenly grave danger lies before her—not from Cromwell's
advancing armies, but from relentless enemies who covet the great treasure to which she now holds the key.

Vagabond
A guide to series fiction lists popular series, identifies novels by character, and offers guidance on the order in which to read
unnumbered series.

Sharpe's Gold
Sharpe's Devil
The fourth installment of Bernard Cornwell’s bestselling series chronicling the epic saga of the making of England, “like
Game of Thrones, but real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for The Last Kingdom, the hit television series coming to
Netflix in Fall 2016. The year is 885, and England is at peace, divided between the Danish kingdom to the north and the
Saxon kingdom of Wessex in the south. Uhtred, the dispossessed son of a Northumbrian lord—warrior by instinct, Viking by
nature—has finally settled down. He has land, a wife and two children, and a duty given to him by King Alfred to hold the
frontier on the Thames. But then trouble stirs: a dead man has risen, and new Vikings have arrived to occupy the decayed
Roman city of London. Their dream is to conquer Wessex, and to do it they need Uhtred’s help. Alfred has other ideas. He
wants Uhtred to expel the Viking raiders from London. Uhtred must weigh his oath to the king against the dangerous
turning tide of shifting allegiances and deadly power struggles. And other storm clouds are gathering: Alfred’s daughter is
newly married, but by a cruel twist of fate, her very existence now threatens Alfred’s kingdom. It is Uhtred—half Saxon, half
Dane—whose uncertain loyalties must now decide England’s future. Sword Song is Cornwell’s finest work yet—vivid with
period detail, this breathtaking adventure throroughly reimagines one of the most fascinating tales in all of history—the
birth of England—and breathes life into the brilliant king who made it possible: Alfred the Great.

Rebel
At the height of the 1810 battle of Bussaco, captain Richard Sharpe finds himself separated from his company and lured
into a trap from which he must escape in order to rejoin the conflict at the Lines of Torres Vedras and stop French invaders
at Lisbon. By the author of Sharpe's Havoc. 100,000 first printing.
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Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction 2007
In order to finance the Duke of Wellington's next campaign against Napoleon and his forces, Richard Sharpe undertakes to
steal a fortune in gold and must outwit both Spanish guerrillas and the French in the treacherous terrain of the Portuguese
hills. Reprint.

Sharpe's Eagle
After the British establish a fort on the Penobscot River, the Massachusetts patriots--among them General Peleg Wadsworth
and Colonel Paul Revere--mount an expedition to oust the redcoats.

Sharpe's Escape
“Agincourt is classic Cornwell…[with] attention to historical detail, well-paced action, and descriptive writing that is a
pleasure to read.” —Boston Globe Bernard Cornwell, the New York Times bestselling “reigning king of historical fiction”
(USA Today), tackles his most thrilling, rich, and enthralling subject yet—the heroic tale of Agincourt. The epic battle
immortalized by William Shakespeare in his classic Henry V is the background for this breathtaking tale of heroism, love,
devotion, and duty from the legendary author of the Richard Sharpe novels and the Saxon Tales. This extraordinary
adventure will captivate from page one, proving once again and most powerfully, as author Lee Child attests, that “nobody
in the world does this stuff better than Cornwell.”

Sharpe's Battle
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the sequel to The Archer's Tale—the spellbinding tale of a young
man, a fearless archer, who sets out wanting to avenge his family's honor and winds up on a quest for the Holy Grail. In
1347, a year of conflict and unrest, Thomas of Hookton returns to England to pursue the Holy Grail. Among the flames of
the Hundred Years War, a sinister enemy awaits the fabled archer and mercenary soldier: a bloodthirsty Dominican
Inquisitor who also seeks Christendom's most holy relic. But neither the horrors of the battlefield nor sadistic torture at the
Inquisitor's hands can turn Thomas from his sworn mission. And his thirst for vengeance will never be quenched while the
villainous black rider who destroyed everything he loved still lives. "Cornwell writes the best battle scenes of any writer I've
read past or present."—George R.R. Martin

The Burning Land
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To stem the Napoleonic tide, Sharpe must capture a fortress—where his wife and infant daughter are trapped—while
protecting himself from a fellow officer determined to destroy him.

Sharpe's Company
Sequels, the most popular and long-lasting guide to novels in series, returns with greatly expanded series listings. Mysteries
continue to be a mainstay, with fantasy, science fiction, and romance listings, plus non-genre fiction selections from authors
such as Edward Abbey and Lawrence Durrell. The authors have carefully sifted through a growing group of series to select
those most likely to be available in a medium-sized public library, weeding out esoteric, obscure, and less popular series.
This classic reference includes hundreds of annotated series, title and subject indexes, and suggestions for reading order.
Library professionals will find Answers to the perennial question, "What should I read next?" Guidance on the chronology of
a series Easy-to-use tools to identify novels by character, setting, and author The definitive resource for novels in series
Including series started since 1989 and updated through 2007, Sequels will be the most complete resource for general
readers and library patrons as well as readers' advisors; public, university, and high school reference librarians; acquisition
and collection management librarians; and even bookstore staff and book reviewers. The expanded Sequels, 4th edition,
will become the RA and reference librarian's resource of choice

The Winter King
An honored veteran of the Napolenic Wars, Lt. Col. Richard Sharpe is drawn into a deadly battle, both on land and on the
high seas. The year is 1820, and military hero Richard Sharpe has quietly passed the years since the Battle of Waterloo as a
farmer. Suddenly, his peaceful retirement is disturbed when he and the intrepid Patrick Harper are called to the Spanish
colony of Chile to find Don Blas Vivar, an old friend who has vanished without a trace—and who just happened to be the
captain-general of Chile. Sharpe and Harper embark on a dangerous journey that carries them first to an unexpected
interview with Napoleon, then on to Chile, a land seething with corruption and revolt. On land and at sea, Sharpe faces
impossible odds, not only against finding Vivar, but against surviving in a time when tyranny rules, injustice
abounds—Napoleon lurks on the horizon, itching to rekindle the world in a blaze of war.

The Archer's Tale
Richard Sharpe and his men, quartered in a crumbling Portuguese fort, are attacked by an elite French unit, led by an old
enemy of Sharpe's, and suffer heavy losses.The army's high command blame Sharpe for the disaster and his military career
seems to be ruined. His only hope is to redeem himself on the battlefield. So with his honour at stake, against an
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overwhelming number of French troops, Sharpe leads his men to battle in the narrow streets of Fuentes de Oñoro.

Battle Flag
Three classic Richard Sharpe adventures

The Fallon Pride
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, the first book in the Grail Series—the spellbinding tale of a
young man, a fearless archer, who sets out wanting to avenge his family's honor and winds up on a quest for the Holy Grail.
A brutal raid on the quiet coastal English village of Hookton in 1342 leaves but one survivor: a young archer named
Thomas. On this terrible dawn, his purpose becomes clear—to recover a stolen sacred relic and pursue to the ends of the
earth the murderous black-clad knight bearing a blue-and-yellow standard, a journey that leads him to the courageous
rescue of a beautiful French woman, and sets him on his ultimate quest: the search for the Holy Grail.

Sharpe 3-Book Collection 2: Sharpe’s Havoc, Sharpe’s Eagle, Sharpe’s Gold
Forthcoming Books
From New York Times bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, comes the fourth installment in The Starbuck Chronicles, an
exciting novel which vividly captures the horror of the battle field. It is late summer 1862 and the Confederacy is invading
the United States of America. Nate Starbuck, a northern preacher’s son fighting for the rebel South, is given command of a
punishment battalion – a despised unit of shirkers and cowards. His enemies expect it to be his downfall, as Starbuck must
lead this ramshackle unit into a battle that will prove to be the bloodiest of the Civil War.

Sharpe's London magazine, a journal of entertainment and instruction. [entitled] Sharpe's
London journal. [entitled] Sharpe's London magazine, conducted by mrs. S.C. Hall
An up-from-the-ranks officer in Wellington's army determines to capture one of the golden eagles possessed by each of
Napoleon's battalions, his private revenge and a small part of the panorama of the epochal Battle of Waterloo.
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Sharpe Cut
Sharpe's Havoc
During the War of 1812, Robert Fallon is ready to come to the aid of his country by acting as an ambassador, emissary, and
peacekeeper, until circumstances dictate that he must become a soldier. Reissue.
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